BCGC’s Revised Range Procedures for Covid-19, Rev. 8
General Guidelines (Applies to ALL Shooting Disciplines)
1. No one will shake hands or touch another person. Everyone, except
your immediate family members who arrived with you, will remain at
least 6 feet from all other people. (Exception: to prevent an unsafe
action by a shooter)
2. All persons will bring a face mask to the range. Everyone is encouraged
to wear the face mask for the protection of themselves and others. If a
person chooses not to wear a mask, they assume an extra level of
responsibility to keep distance from others.
3. For the health of everyone: Any person who is experiencing symptoms
(see pg. 4) of illness should not visit the range. Leave the range
immediately if symptoms manifest during your range visit.
4. Only one person in an equipment shed at a time.
5. Only one person at a safety table at a time.
6. Only one person at a shooting position at a time.
7. Range will not open to Public Shooters until our restriction to the
number of shooters allowed in an area is revised to some number above
25. Match Directors have the authority to allow non-members to
shoot their Match.
8. Members may now bring Guests and must adhere to all Protocol
restrictions.
9. Everyone should bring hand sanitizer, sanitizer spray and sanitizing
wipes.
10.Suggestion: If you are shooting from the tables or benches, you may
want to bring a pad or some item to cover the concrete or wood top.
11. Shooting Positions Open: Only the ODD numbered shooting positions
are open on the Short Range.
12. Sanitize Restrooms: Restrooms will be cleaned before & after use by
each user. There will be cleaning material consisting of a Diluted Bleach
Solution at each restroom. Ensure any part of the restroom that will be
in contact with your person is sprayed with the solution and remains on
that surface for 1 minute before it’s removed.

13. Match Directors have the prerogative to increase the level of
restrictions for the benefit and protection of their shooters.

Registration for Match participation
1. Except for the July 4th matches, ALL Match participants must register
and pay on Member-Planet (MP) at least 12 hours prior to arriving at
the range. NO walk-ups. No cash or checks. Touchless registration
ONLY.
2. Match Squads (including SOs & MD) are restricted to 25 persons per
Shooting Bay.
3. Arrival time for Matches. The Match will start when stage construction,
New Shooters Meeting, and Safety Briefing are complete.
4. First thing upon arrival: Match participants check in and report to your
first stage and help with set up. After your stage is built, check with the
other squad to see if they need help.
Match Administration (IDPA & Steel Challenge)
1. SOs: Any SO running the Timer is required to wear a Face Mask. If not
willing to comply, DO NOT sign up for SO duty.
2. Timers: If you sign up for a SO position, please bring your personal
Timer. If you choose to share a Timer, sanitize it prior to the exchange.
3. Tablets: 3 maximum Score Keepers per stage. Scorers should sanitize
hands frequently and the tablet periodically. The Scorers will be the only
ones touching the tablet. Keep your distance!
.22 Rimfire Bench-Rest Matches
1. Only 7 benches will be used to maintain Safe Social Distancing, benches
used will be 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13. Only participants in the relay firing
for score at that time will be allowed near the line.
2. Only designated “Scorers” will be allowed to handle, put up, take down,
and score targets. Each “Scorer” will be assigned certain firing points
and will be the only ones handling those targets. One of the scorers will
be the only person that posts scores. Participants will only be allowed to

handle their targets after they are scored and posted, they will be
placed on your bench after the scorers are done and you will have a 15
minute “Protest” period.
High Power Matches
1. Shooting positions are 8 feet apart and all can be used to satisfy Safe
Social Distancing. Only participants in the relay firing for score at that
time and Scorers will be allowed near the line. Scorers will maintain at
least 6 feet from the shooter.
2. A plastic covered wall will be placed between shooting positions 8 & 9.
This will divide the shooting area into two separate areas that will allow
8/7 shooters & 8/7 scorers each in the two areas.
3. Shooters & scorers will not congregate in any area that would exceed
the limit of 25 persons per area.
4. Over-Night Camping: Over-night camping is allowed. Social Distancing
will be maintained between family groups and also between individuals
outside of families.

SYMPTOMS
Mild
May include a combination of cough, body aches, fatigue, and chest tightness. Some people may not develop fever
or fever may not occur until several days into the illness.
Isolate yourself
Worsening
• Cough
• Fever
• Shortness of breath
Isolate yourself
If you are age 60 or older, or you have underlying chronic medical conditions, you may need to check in with a
health care provider.
Consider a telehealth or nurse line.
Severe
• Trouble breathing
• Persistent pain or pressure in the chest
• Confusion
• Bluish lips or face
Call 911 and tell the dispatcher your symptoms.
If you go to a hospital without calling 911, call the hospital ahead of time and tell them your symptoms.

